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At present, there are outstanding discrepancies between standard model predictions and measurements
of the muon’s g − 2 and several B-meson properties. We resolve these anomalies by considering a two-
Higgs-doublet model extended to include leptoquarks and a dark Higgs boson S. The leptoquarks modify
B-meson decays and also induce an Sγγ coupling, which contributes to the muon’s g − 2 through a Barr-
Zee diagram. We show that, for TeV-scale leptoquarks and dark Higgs boson masses mS ∼ 10–200 MeV,
a consistent resolution to all of the anomalies exists. The model predicts interesting new decays,




At present, there are a number of anomalies in low-
energy measurements. Among these are the anomalous
magnetic moment of the muon, ðg − 2Þμ, and several in the
decays of Bmesons. Although none of these currently rises
to the level of a 5σ anomaly on its own, they are significant
deviations, and it is interesting to investigate them, par-
ticularly if there are parsimonious explanations and if these
explanations motivate new analyses of current and near-
future data.
In this work, we explain all of these anomalies in a
concrete model: a two-Higgs-doublet model (2HDM)
extended to include TeV-scale leptoquarks and a light
scalar S with mass mS ∼ 10–200 MeV. We find solutions
that depend on only a small number of parameters and
show that these explanations motivate interesting new
searches, particularly for rare meson decays to diphoton
final states and Higgs boson decays to four photons.
The most longstanding anomaly we consider is in the
anomalous magnetic moment of the muon. A recent
evaluation of the standard model (SM) prediction [1] finds
a 3.7σ discrepancy with the experimental measurement [2]:
ðg−2Þexpμ −ðg−2ÞSMμ ¼27.4ð2.7Þð2.6Þð6.3Þ×10−10: ð1Þ
The first two uncertainties are theoretical, and the last is
experimental. The experimental uncertainty is currently the
largest, but it is expected to be reduced by a factor of 4 by
the Muon g − 2 Experiment [3], which is currently collect-
ing data at Fermilab.
In the B sector, there are a large number of anomalies
with various levels of significance; for a review, see
Ref. [4]. These anomalies may be divided into charged
current (CC) processes, such as b → cτ−ν̄τ, and neutral
current (NC) processes, such as b → slþl−. The CC
decays B → DðÞτντ have been measured by the BABAR
[5,6], Belle [7–9], and LHCb [10] Collaborations. These
results may be expressed in terms of the ratios RðDðÞÞ≡
BRðB̄ → DðÞτ−ν̄τÞ=BRðB̄ → DðÞl−ν̄lÞ, where l ¼ e, μ,
in which many theoretical and systematic uncertainties
cancel. By averaging the most recent measurements, the
HFLAV Collaboration has found [11]
RðDÞexp ¼ 0.407 0.039 0.024; ð2Þ
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where, here and in the following, the first uncertainty is
statistical and the second is systematic. These measure-
ments exceed the SM predictions RðDÞSM ¼ 0.299
0.003 [12] and RðDÞSM ¼ 0.258 0.005 [13] by 2.3σ
and 3.4σ, respectively. A combined analysis of RðDÞ
and RðDÞ, including measurement correlations, finds a
deviation of 4.1σ from the SM prediction [11]. A new
measurement [14] by the Belle Collaboration, using semi-
leptonic tagging, gives
RðDÞexp ¼ 0.307 0.037 0.016; ð4Þ
RðDÞexp ¼ 0.283 0.018 0.014; ð5Þ
which reduces the deviation of the combined measurements
from the SM predictions to about 3.1σ.
In the NC sector, the ratio RK ≡ BRðBþ → Kþμþμ−Þ=
BRðBþ → Kþeþe−Þ [15,16] has been precisely measured
by LHCb, most recently in Ref. [17], which finds
RexpK ¼ 0.846þ0.060þ0.016−0.054−0.014 ; 1 ≤ q2 ≤ 6.0 GeV2; ð6Þ
where q2 ¼ m2lþl− . This is lower than the SM prediction
RSMK ¼ 1.00 0.01 [18] by 2.5σ. The related ratio RK ≡
BRðB0 → K0μþμ−Þ=BRðB0 → K0eþe−Þ has been mea-







These are also lower than the SM predictions [18] RSMK ¼
0.906 0.028 (low q2) and RSMK ¼1.000.01 (central q2)
by 2.3σ and 2.5σ, respectively. Taken together, the general
consensus is that these B-decay branching ratios differ
significantly from SM predictions, and theoretical hadronic
uncertainties [22–24] alone may not explain the data.
An interesting question, then, is whether the B anomalies
have a common explanation in terms of new physics.
Early work on the simultaneous explanation of the CC
and NC anomalies [25–28] has been followed by many
model calculations; an incomplete list can be found in
Refs. [29–61]. Remarkably, there appears to be a rather
simple explanation for both the CC and NC anomalies in
terms of a single vector leptoquark U with SM quantum
numbers ð3; 1; 2
3
Þ that couples dominantly to left-handed
quarks and leptons. A clear guide to the combined
explanation of the anomalies may be found in Ref. [62].
For a mass mU ∼ 1 TeV and Oð1Þ couplings to the third
generation, the U leptoquark can explain the RðDðÞÞ and
RðKðÞÞ anomalies, at least for the central q2 data. Weak-
scale states do not fully resolve the low-q2 discrepancy,
since a larger effect is required to modify the larger SM
widths near the photon pole, but the U leptoquark does
also reduce the discrepancy for the low-q2 data to
roughly 1.7σ [41].
The U leptoquark does not, however, resolve the ðg − 2Þμ
anomaly; it contributes at one loop, but this contribution is
too small. We must therefore introduce additional particles if
we are also to explain the ðg − 2Þμ discrepancy. Explanations
in terms of additional weak-scale states, such as sleptons
and gauginos [63], remain viable, but the implications of
these explanations for experiments are very well known.
Alternatively, the ðg − 2Þμ anomaly could be resolved by
light and very weakly coupled particles. Dark photons with
mass ∼10 MeV–1 GeV were previously proposed as pos-
sible solutions [64,65], but these solutions are now excluded
[66]. However, other light-particle solutions remain viable.
For example, a light leptophilic scalar can contribute
significantly to ðg − 2Þμ for large tan β ∼ 200, while its
relatively weak hadronic couplings allow it to avoid stringent
bounds [67].
In this work, we consider a different and novel light,
weakly coupled particle solution to the ðg − 2Þμ problem:
a light scalar S with mass mS ∼ 10–200 MeV that is an
extension of the standard Type II 2HDM model. The scalar
S, which we will often refer to as the dark Higgs boson,
couples to both leptons and quarks, but with couplings that
are suppressed both by Yukawa couplings and by a small
mixing parameter sin θ. At the one-loop level, its contri-
bution to ðg − 2Þμ is too small to resolve the anomaly.
However, motivated by the leptoquark solution to the B
anomalies, we note that leptoquarks (as well as other
TeV-scale particles) will generically induce an Sγγ cou-
pling, and this can resolve the ðg − 2Þμ anomaly through a
two-loop Barr-Zee diagram. In this way, the solutions to the
ðg − 2Þμ and B anomalies proposed here are connected.
(As an aside, we note that, for values ofmS just below 2mμ,
our explanation can also completely remove the discrep-
ancy in the low-q2 RK measurement, following a pos-
sibility noted previously in Ref. [68].)
In addition to resolving longstanding anomalies, the
proposed explanation predicts new signals. In particular,
given the light state S and its couplings to electrons and
photons, the model predicts new meson decays, such as
B → KS and K → πS, followed by S → eþe−; γγ, leading
to dilepton and diphoton signals that could be discovered in
current and near-future experiments. The model also predicts
exotic Higgs boson decays h → SS → γγγγ, which may
appear in detectors as a contribution to the h → γγ signal.
In Sec. II, we present the model, including the new fields
we introduce and the relevant model parameters. In Sec. III,
we determine the parameter values that resolve the ðg − 2Þμ
anomaly. In Sec. IV, we then discuss constraints on the
1The Belle II Collaboration has also measured RKðÞ [20,21]
recently, but these measurements currently have relatively larger
uncertainties, and so have little effect on our analysis.
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model from hadronic physics and show that a resolution
to the ðg − 2Þμ and B constraints exists in a viable region
of parameter space. The interesting implications for exotic
B, K, and Higgs boson decays are discussed in Sec. V.
We summarize our conclusions in Sec. VI. Appendixes A
and B contain details of the 2HDM model and the effective
Sγγ coupling, respectively.
II. THE MODEL
Our model is an extension of the Type II 2HDM. The
Type II 2HDM contains two Higgs doublets Hu and Hd,
which get vacuum expectation values (VEVs) vu and vd
and give mass to the up-type and down-type fermions,
respectively.2 We extend this by adding a singlet scalar ϕ,
which couples to the Higgs doublets through the portal
interactions
Vportal ¼ AðH†uHd þH†dHuÞϕþ ½λuH†uHu þ λdH†dHd
þ λudðH†uHd þH†dHuÞϕϕ; ð8Þ
where CP conservation is assumed. In this extension, we
consider parameters such that Hu and Hd get VEVs, but ϕ
does not. After electroweak symmetry breaking, then, the
trilinear scalar couplings mix the new scalar with the Higgs
bosons of the 2HDM, and the quartic scalar couplings
contribute to new Higgs boson decays h → ϕϕ and to the
mass of the ϕ.
More precisely, to determine the physical states of the
theory, we minimize the full Higgs potential and diago-
nalize the mass matrices; for details, see Appendix A. In the
end, the physical states include the SM-like Higgs boson h
and the heavy Higgs bosons H, A, and H of the 2HDM,























where v ≃ 246 GeV and tan β ¼ vu=vd. The couplings to
fermions are inherited from the mixing of the dark Higgs
boson with the 2HDM Higgs bosons: they are suppressed
by Yukawa couplings, and the down-type couplings are
enhanced by tan β, while the up-type couplings are sup-
pressed by cot β. In addition, they are modified by the
mixing angles sin θ and sin θ0. For weak portal interactions
A ≪ mh and large tan β, these mixing angles can be written
in terms of the physical Higgs boson masses. As shown in
Appendix A, the results are
sin θ ≈ −
vA
m2H









The last term of Eq. (9) is an Sγγ coupling governed by the
parameter κ, which has dimensions of inverse mass. This
coupling is generically induced by heavy states, such as
leptoquarks, as will be discussed in Sec. III.
Finally, as discussed in Sec. I, we add a vector leptoquark








The U leptoquark’s couplings to left-handed quarks and
leptons resolve the B-meson anomalies. The leptoquark’s
couplings to right-handed quarks and leptons are con-
strained to be small [69]. We have also included the
leptoquark’s couplings to S. This interaction is allowed
by all symmetries, but it will not play an important role in
any of the phenomenology discussed below. As we will
discuss later, we consider the U leptoquark coupling to
photons to be the same as the one between the W boson
and photons. Since the leptoquark is colored, it couples to
gluons also [70]. This coupling leads to their pair produc-
tion at high energies, but it does not affect our phenom-
enology here.
In summary, the model we consider consists of a 2HDM
model extended to include a light dark Higgs boson S and
a leptoquark U. The leptoquark’s couplings hUij are chosen
to resolve the B anomalies [53]. In addition to these, the
parameters of the theory that are most relevant for the
phenomenology we discuss below are
mS; tan β; sin θ; mH; κ; ð12Þ
where tan β, sin θ, and mH fully determine sin θ0 and
the S couplings to fermions, and κ determines the S
couplings to photons. We will be primarily interested in
the parameter ranges mS ∼ 10–200 MeV, moderate to
large tan β ∼ 10–60, small mixing angles sin θ ∼ 0.005,
mH ∼ 1 TeV, and κ ∼ ð1 TeVÞ−1.
III. RESOLVING THE MUON MAGNETIC
MOMENT ANOMALY
Given a 2HDM extended to include a dark Higgs boson
S and a vector leptoquark U through the Lagrangian terms
of Eqs. (9) and (11), respectively, we can now calculate the
beyond-the-SM contributions to ðg − 2Þμ.
2Although we will not be considering supersymmetry or
supersymmetric states in this work, we note that the Type II
2HDM is the Higgs sector of the minimal supersymmetric
standard model.
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A. Dark Higgs boson contribution
from effective Sγγ coupling
Let us first consider the dark Higgs boson contribution
from the Sγγ effective coupling shown in Fig. 1. This
contribution is dominated by the log-enhanced term [71]
Δðg − 2ÞSγγμ ≈
1
4π2









where Λ is the cutoff scale, which we may take to be of the
order of the mass of the particles that induce the effective
Sγγ coupling. Parameters required to resolve the ðg − 2Þμ
anomaly are presented in Fig. 2. For dark Higgs mixing
angle sin θ ∼ 0.005 and tan β ∼ 10–60, we see that the
effective coupling required is κ ∼ ð1 TeVÞ−1. In our cal-
culations we also include the contribution to the lepton
anomalous magnetic moment at the one-loop level, which








ð1þ zÞð1 − zÞ2
ð1 − zÞ2 þ r−2z ; ð14Þ
where r¼ml=mS and, in our case, gl ¼ sin θ tan βðml=vÞ.
B. Dark Higgs boson contribution from Sγγ
coupling induced by V leptoquarks
How could such values of κ be induced? As an example,
motivated by the effectiveness of leptoquarks for explain-
ing the B anomalies, we consider adding NLQ vector







þ H:c: − gVimViSViμVμi ; ð15Þ
where for simplicity we add only leptoquarks with SM
quantum numbers ð3; 1; 5
3
Þ and assume that their couplings
to right-handed quarks and leptons are identical.
Assuming small couplings hVjk, the leading way in which
these Vi leptoquarks contribute to ðg − 2Þμ is by inducing
an Sγγ coupling, which then contributes through a Barr-Zee
diagram. The Barr-Zee contribution to ðg − 2Þμ with a W
boson in the loop has been calculated in Ref. [73] in the
context of 2HDMs. As leptoquarks are not gauge bosons,
there might be ambiguities in the leptoquark two-loop
contribution. For an Oð1Þ estimate of this contribution,
we model the effect of this leptoquark loop by the W loop.
We find that the leptoquark contributions to ðg − 2Þμ are
always positive—that is, in the right direction—and they








where αEM ≃ 1=137; Nc ¼ 3 and Q ¼ 53 are the number of
colors and electric charge of the leptoquarks Vi, respec-
tively; gVi parametrizes the SViVi coupling in Eq. (11); and
FW is a loop function defined in Ref. [74].
For large leptoquark masses mVi ≫ mS, the loop func-
tion is FW ≃ 7. In the simple case where we have NLQ
copies of degenerate leptoquarks with mass mVi ¼ mLQ





Setting gV ¼ 3 and requiring κ ≈ TeV−1, the mass and
number of leptoquarks required to resolve the ðg − 2Þμ
FIG. 1. Contribution of the effective Sγγ coupling to ðg − 2Þμ.
FIG. 2. The region of the ðtan β; κÞ plane where an effective Sγγ
coupling induces a Barr-Zee contribution to ðg − 2Þμ that enhan-
ces the theoretical prediction to be within 1σ of the measured
value. The subdominant one-loop contribution from a virtual S
has also been included. We fix sin θ ¼ 0.005, Λ ¼ 2 TeV, and
show results for mS ¼ 100 MeV and 200 MeV, as indicated.
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anomaly are related bymLQ≈NLQð100GeVÞ. The required
parameters are shown graphically in Fig. 3.
We see that it is not difficult to induce an effective Sγγ
coupling large enough to resolve the ðg − 2Þμ anomaly.
For the tan β ¼ 60 case shown, with even just NLQ ¼ 5
leptoquarks with mass mLQ ¼ 2 TeV, which is currently
viable, one can reduce the discrepancy in ðg − 2Þμ to 1σ.
Alternatively, one can achieve the same result with NLQ ¼
10 leptoquarks with mass mLQ ¼ 4 TeV, which is likely
challenging even for searches at the High Luminosity LHC.
For the tan β ¼ 40 case shown, one requires roughly twice
as many leptoquarks, but the number is still not very large.
FIG. 3. The region of the ðmLQ; NLQÞ plane where NLQ vector leptoquarks Vi with mass mLQ and SM quantum numbers ð3; 1; 53Þ
induce an effective Sγγ coupling that resolves the ðg − 2Þμ anomaly. In all panels, we setmS ¼ 100 MeV. In the upper and lower panels,
we fix ðsin θ; tan βÞ ¼ ð0.01; 60Þ and (0.005,40), respectively. For the left panels, we set gV ¼ 3 and show the bands where the ðg − 2Þμ
discrepancy is reduced to 1σ. For the right panels, we consider the several values of gV indicated and plot the lines on which the
theoretical prediction for ðg − 2Þμ exactly matches its experimentally measured value. [In the upper- and lower-right panels, the induced
couplings are κ ≃ ð3.2 TeVÞ−1 and ð0.9 TeVÞ−1, respectively.]
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Of course, the assumed new physics that is necessarily light
is the dark Higgs boson S. This will have interesting
observable consequences, as we discuss in Sec. IV.
C. U Leptoquark contribution
In addition to the contributions to ðg − 2Þμ mediated by
the dark Higgs boson and independent of the U leptoquark,
there are also the contributions that depend on the U
leptoquark shown in Fig. 4. These include the two-loop
Barr-Zee contribution from a Sγγ coupling mediated by the
U leptoquark, similar to those discussed above for V
leptoquarks in Sec. III B, and also two one-loop contribu-
tions independent of the dark Higgs boson.
The two-loop Barr-Zee diagram’s contribution is as
discussed above. The contribution of a single U leptoquark
with mass ∼TeV is not sufficient to raise the theoretical
prediction for ðg − 2Þμ to the experimental value.
In addition, however, there are the one-loop contribu-
tions from the coupling of U to the muon and down-type
quarks, hUiμd̄iLγ
νμLUν, where i ¼ d, s, b. These contribu-
tions to ðg − 2Þμ are [75]
















where Nc ¼ 3 is the number of colors, and Qi ¼ − 13 and
QU ¼ − 23 are the electric charges of the down-type quarks
and the U leptoquark. Substituting these charges and the
value for the muon mass, we find
Δðg − 2ÞUμ ¼
X
i¼d;s;b







This contribution is of the wrong sign to explain the
ðg − 2Þμ anomaly and depends on the couplings hUiμ. In
particular, the couplings hUbμ and h
U
sμ contribute to b →
sμþμ− and are used to explain the RðKÞ and b → sμþμ−
anomalies [53,55]. As we show in the next section,
however, the couplings hiμ have small enough values that
we can ignore the one-loop contribution to ðg − 2Þμ. In
summary, then, the U leptoquark contributions to ðg − 2Þμ
are negligible in our model and do not modify our
discussion about the V leptoquark requirements to resolve
the ðg − 2Þμ anomaly.
IV. RESOLVING THE B ANOMALIES AND
HADRONIC CONSTRAINTS
A. The U leptoquark and B anomalies
The couplings of theU leptoquark in Eq. (11) can resolve
all the B anomalies. Let us start with the b → sμþμ−
anomalies, which include the RK and RK measurements.
The procedure to fit for new physics is the following.
The b → sμþμ− transitions are defined via an effective










O9ð10Þ ¼ ½s̄γμPLb½μ̄γμðγ5Þμ; ð20Þ
where the Vij are elements of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-
Maskawa (CKM) matrix, and the primed operators are
obtained by replacing L with R. The Wilson coefficients
include both SM and new physics contributions: Ca ¼
Ca;SM þ Ca;NP. One now fits to the data to extract Ca;NP.
There are several scenarios that give a good fit to the data,
and the results of recent fits can be found in Refs. [69,70,
76–79]. One of the popular solutions is Cμμ9;NP ¼ −Cμμ10;NP,
which can arise from the tree-level exchange of the U
leptoquark in Eq. (11). Following the results of Ref. [69],
fitting to the b → sμþμ− data constrains the central values of
the U couplings to satisfy
hUbμh
U
sμ ¼ 8 × 10−4: ð21Þ
The framework to explain all the B anomalies, including
both the CC and the NC anomalies, involves the U
leptoquark coupling to the third-generation quarks and
leptons in the gauge basis with Oð1Þ coupling, hUbτ ∼ 1
[53]. As one moves from the gauge to the mass basis, for the
quarks and leptons, the couplings hUbμ and h
U
sμ are generated.
Hence, one has the hierarchy hUbτ ∼ 1 > hUbμ > hUsμ > hUdμ.
FIG. 4. U leptoquark contributions to ðg − 2Þμ. Left: Two-loop Barr-Zee diagram involving also the dark Higgs boson S. Center and
right: One-loop diagrams that are independent of the dark Higgs boson.
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Using the allowed values of hUbμ ∼ 0.1–0.6 [53] and Eq. (21),
we see that the one-loop U contribution to ðg − 2ÞUμ
in Eq. (19) cannot resolve the ðg − 2Þμ discrepancy. The
ðg − 2Þμ anomaly therefore requires additional new physics,
such as the S boson discussed in Sec. III.
B. Hadronic constraints
In this model, the S boson inherits its couplings from the
Higgs boson, and so it necessarily couples to both leptons
and hadrons. The lepton couplings, specifically the muon
coupling, are desired to resolve the ðg − 2Þμ anomaly. Here
we begin to examine the implications of the hadronic
couplings, which may either constrain the model or lead to
predictions of interesting new signals.
Particularly stringent are constraints on FCNC processes,
since couplings like bsS are induced through a penguin












where the factor sin θ
0
v tan β comes from the top quark coupling
to S. By the same loop process, but replacing b and s quarks
with s and d quarks, respectively, the sdS vertex is also
generated. Note that the FCNC amplitude depends on the
mixing angle sin θ0 in Eq. (10), which is suppressed by m2h,
while the ðg − 2Þμ in Eq. (13) is controlled by the mixing
angle sin θ in Eq. (10), which is suppressed by m2H. If a
higher value of mH is compensated by a larger value of the
mixing parameter A to keep the same sin θ, then sin θ0 can
become too large and be inconsistent with FCNC data.
The FCNC interactions will induce two-body decays
B → KðÞS and K → πS. To determine the signature of
these processes, it is important to determine how the S
decays. For mS ∼ 10–200 MeV, the possible decays are
S → eþe−; γγ. In Figs. 5 and 6, we show the S lifetime and
branching fraction to eþe−, respectively. We see that for
most of the parameters of interest, the S flight distance
(excluding the boost factor) is cτ0 ≲ 1 mm, and so the S
decay is effectively prompt. We also see that the dominant
decay is to diphotons, with BRðS → eþe−Þ ∼ 10−5 − 10−3
in the parameter region of interest.
We now determine the rates for the two-body decays
B → KðÞS and K → πS. For the two-body decays
B → KðÞS we have [81,82]















where mb and ms are the bottom and strange quark
masses, respectively; f0 and A0 are form factors, which
are taken from Refs. [83,84]; and gbs is the flavor-changing
b → s coupling with the normalization Lbs ¼ gbss̄PRbS.
FIG. 5. Contours of constant flight distance (excluding the
boost factor) (d0 ¼ cτ0) of the light scalar S in the ðmS; κÞ plane.
We fix sin θ ¼ 0.005 and tan β ¼ 40. In the pink shaded region,
the ðg − 2Þμ anomaly is reduced to 1σ.
FIG. 6. Contours of constant branching fraction BRðS → eþe−Þ
in the ðmS; κÞ plane. We fix sin θ ¼ 0.005 and tan β ¼ 40. In the
pink shaded region, the ðg − 2Þμ anomaly is reduced to 1σ, and in
the purple shaded region, BRðB → Keþe−Þ is within 1σ of its
measured value.
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Given the prompt S decays to eþe− and γγ, we have
BRðB → KðÞeþe−Þ dominantly coming from BRðB →
KðÞSÞBRðS → eþe−Þ and BRðB → KðÞγγÞ dominated
by BRðB → KðÞSÞBRðS → γγÞ. One can extend this to
K decays also.
We now discuss constraints from B and K decays on this
model. In this subsection, we will consider a variety of
nonleading constraints and show that they are far from
excluding the favored parameter space of this model. These
observables are listed in Table I and are the following:
(i) B total decay width: In the first two rows of Table I,
we require that BRðB → KðÞSÞ not exceed the
uncertainty in the SM prediction of the width of
the B meson, which we take to be around 10% [85].
(ii) Bs decay: The process Bs → μþμ− is mediated by an
s-channel dark Higgs boson S, where the matrix






flavio [86] to calculate the contribution of the
light scalar S to this decay mode. The branching
ratio of this decay is measured to be ð3.0 0.4Þ ×
10−9 [87]. The process Bs → γγ is also mediated by
an s-channel S. The SM prediction for BRðBs → γγÞ
is around 5 × 10−7 [88], and there exists an exper-
imental upper bound of 3.1 × 10−6 [87] for this
observable. The branching ratio of the decay in
terms of the effective Sγγ coupling κ is








(iii) Bs and K mixing: In the SM, the Bs mass difference
is ΔMSMBs ¼ ð17.4 2.6Þ ps−1 [53]. We require that
the new scalar contribution not exceed the SM
uncertainty. The expression for the mass difference









We use a similar equation for the K − K̄ mixing
mass difference and use the experimental value
ΔMexpK ¼ ð52.93 0.09Þ × 108 s−1 [87].
(iv) K decay: The rare decay Kþ → μþνeþe− has been
measured by the NA48=2 Collaboration to be
BRðKþ → μþνeþe−Þ ¼ ð7.81 0.23Þ × 10−8 [90],
where the measurement is restricted to the kinematic
region with meþe− ≥ 140 MeV. To study this decay
mode, we calculate the branching ratio of the decay
K → μνμS, where the scalar particle S is radiated off
the muon leg [91]. The total branching ratio is then
determined through
BRðKþ → μþνμeþe−Þ
¼ BRðKþ → μþνμSÞBRðS → eþe−Þ: ð27Þ
The K → πeþe− mode also has been measured
by the NA48=2 Collaboration to be BRðK→
πeþe−Þ¼ð3.110.12Þ×10−7 [92]. For this proc-
ess, we find the two-body decay rate K → πS,
and the branching ratio of the desired process is
determined by
BRðK → πeþe−Þ
¼ BRðK → πSÞBRðS → eþe−Þ: ð28Þ
(v) KS;L decays: The decays KS;L → γγ are mediated
through s-channel dark Higgs bosons S, just as in the
case Bs → γγ discussed above. The new contribu-
tions to these decay modes and their Particle Data
Group values [87] are presented in Table I.
(vi) Last, although not a hadronic constraint, we also list
the model prediction for ðg − 2Þe. Just as there is a
Barr-Zee contribution to ðg − 2Þμ, there is an analo-
gous Barr-Zee contribution to ðg − 2Þe. In contrast
to the muon case, the measured value for ðg − 2Þe
is smaller than the SM prediction, and so our
model’s contribution to ðg − 2Þe is in the wrong
direction. However, as can be seen in Table I, the
contribution to ðg − 2Þe is very small, and does not
significantly worsen the agreement between theory
and experiment.
We see that none of the constraints listed in Table I is a
significant constraint on the model. In the next section, we
will consider the leading constraints, which do constrain
parts of the model parameter space, but also provide
TABLE I. Values of the contribution of the new scalar S to
various meson observables. We fix the dark scalar mass to
mS ¼ 100 MeV. References for the experimental constraints




sin θ ¼ 0.005,
tan β ¼ 40
Existing constraints/
measurements
BRðB → KSÞ 1.7 × 10−4 < 10%
BRðB → KSÞ 1.7 × 10−4 < 10%
BRðBs → μþμ−Þ 4.2 × 10−14 ð3.0 0.4Þ × 10−9
BRðBs → γγÞ 7.4 × 10−11 < 3.1 × 10−6
ΔMNSBs −2.5 × 10
−17 GeV < 1.7 × 10−12 GeV
ΔMNSK −6.3 × 10−24 GeV < 5.9 × 10−18 GeV
BRðKþ → μþνeþe−Þ 3.3 × 10−14 ð7.81 0.23Þ × 10−8
BRðK → πeþe−Þ 8.7 × 10−11 ð3.11 0.12Þ × 10−7
BRðKS → γγÞ 3.3 × 10−16 ð2.63 0.17Þ × 10−6
BRðKL → γγÞ 3.2 × 10−14 ð5.47 0.04Þ × 10−4
δðg − 2Þe 6.3 × 10−14 ð−87 36Þ × 10−14
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interesting predictions for signals that could be seen in the
near future.
V. NEW SIGNALS OF THE MODEL
A. B → KðÞe+ e −
As noted above, the model contributes to the decay B →
KðÞeþe− with branching fraction BRðB → KðÞeþe−Þ ¼
BRðB → KðÞSÞBRðS → eþe−Þ. The region of the ðmS; κÞ
parameter space that is consistent with the measured value
of BRðB → KðÞeþe−Þ ¼ ð3.1þ0.9þ0.2−0.8−0.3  0.2Þ × 10−7 [93]
is shown in Fig. 6, along with the region in which the
ðg − 2Þμ anomaly is resolved. We see that the existing
constraint on BRðB → KðÞeþe−Þ excludes the very lowest
values of mS ∼ 10 MeV, but most of the parameter space
is allowed. Future measurements of BRðB → KðÞeþe−Þ
with increased sensitivity may therefore see a deviation
predicted by this model. There is also a measurement of
the inclusive B → Xseþe− decay [94] for 0.1 < m2eþe− <
2.0 GeV2, but this is outside the mS range we consider and
so cannot be used to constrain our model.
B. B → KðÞγγ
As the S decays almost always to diphotons, another
important signal for the S state is from B → KðÞγγ decays.
In Fig. 7, we show the predictions for B → KðÞγγ. The
predictions depend on the B → KðÞ form factors f0 and A0
mentioned above. We show the range of the predictions as
we vary the form factors within 2σ of the quoted uncer-
tainty. It should be noted that the form factors are not from
first-principle QCD calculations, and so one should keep
that in mind when discussing uncertainties in the form
factors. The predictions for B → Kγγ and B → Kγγ are
almost identical, and they range from roughly 1 × 10−4 to
3 × 10−4 for tan β ¼ 40.
Because the γγ comes from a light S, for a sufficiently
low mS, the two γ may be collinear and look like a single γ.
One of the γ may also be soft, in which case again the 2γ
will look like a single γ. Hence, experimentally one should
check the B → KðÞγ signal carefully to look for signs of a
diphoton resonance. We should also point out that our
predictions for the B → Kγγ rates should be considered as
ballpark estimates, as one can choose a more general
2HDM model to relax the branching ratio predictions. If
the mass of the S is close to the π0 mass, the final states for
B → KðÞπ0 and B → KðÞS, with both π0 and S decaying
to γγ, are the same, and one will have to consider carefully
adding the two contributions. As nonleptonic decays are
very difficult to calculate, it will be difficult to detect the
presence of the S particle in this case or obtain constraints
on the model from the B → KðÞπ0 measurement. In the
SM, the nonresonant decay B → Xsγγ has a branching ratio
around 4 × 10−7 [88], where the photons are required to
have an energy greater than 100 MeV. Also, in Ref. [95], a
study of the short-distance effects in B → KðÞγγ decays,
together with the resonant contributions, is presented. At
present, the observed B → KðÞγγ signals come only from
known resonances, but analyses of the currently unexplored
nonresonant regions could yield signals of the dark Higgs
boson S.
C. K → πγγ
In Fig. 7, we also show the predicted branching ratios for
Kþ → πþγγ. For tan β ¼ 40, the prediction is approxi-
mately 6 × 10−7. If the S mass is near the π0 mass, the
Kþ → πþγγ decay will be swamped by the Kþ → πþπ0
decay, which has a branching ratio of about 21% [87].
Away from the π0 resonance, there is a measurement of
the nonresonant Kþ → πþγγ decay with branching ratio
ð1.01 0.06Þ × 10−6 [87], but this measurement is
obtained by combining measurements made for diphoton
invariant masses above the range of S masses we consider.
The predictions of this model could be tested by future
measurements with this sensitivity, but for diphoton masses
between 10 and 200 MeV.
For the neutral kaons, the model predictions for sin θ ¼
0.005, tan β ¼ 40, and mS ¼ 100 MeV are BRðKL →
π0SÞ ¼ 4 × 10−7 and BRðKS→π0SÞ¼4×10−9. The much
smaller branching ratio for KS is largely due to the KS
having a much shorter lifetime than KL, while the Kþ and
KL lifetimes are of the same order. The measured branching
ratios are BRðKL → π0γγÞ ¼ ð1.273 0.033Þ × 10−6
and BRðKS → π0γγÞ ¼ ð4.9 1.8Þ × 10−8 [87]. Again,
the model predictions are not far from current sensitivities
and predict a sharp signal with diphoton mass equal
to mS.
FIG. 7. The values of the branching fractions for the decays
B → KðÞγγ and Kþ → πþγγ. The branching fractions for B →
Kγγ and B → Kγγ are essentially identical. The dashed bands
correspond to the 2σ variations of the B → KðÞ form factors. We
fix sin θ ¼ 0.005 and mS ¼ 100 MeV.
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D. h → γγγγ and implications for h → γγ
The model discussed here may also modify Higgs boson
decays through the process h → SS, followed by S → γγ.3
Since the SM Higgs boson is much heavier than the scalar
S, the two photons from S decay are boosted and highly
collimated. Therefore, the decay h → Sð→ γγÞSð→ γγÞ
contributes to the h → γγ signal [96]. We can calculate
the couplings appearing in the 1
2
ghSShSS interaction in
terms of the parameters of the potential and mixing
parameters. The resulting branching ratio is










The signal strengths measured by CMS and ATLAS
are μγγ ¼ 1.18þ0.17−0.14 [97] and μγγ ¼ 1.06þ0.14−0.12 [98], respec-
tively. By a naive combination of these two measurements,
we find μγγ ¼ 1.11 0.10. (We averaged the CMS
and ATLAS measurements to μγγ ¼ 1.18 0.16 and
μγγ ¼ 1.06 0.13, respectively.)
In the parameter region of our interest in the model,
we can find values for parameters of the potential such that
the addition of the process h → SS → γγγγ to the SM rate
of h → γγ does not exceed the measured signal strength.
As an example, for sin θ ¼ 0.005 and tan β ¼ 40, and
taking mdu ¼ 200 GeV, λ1 ¼ 0.6, λ2 ¼ 0.3, λ345 ¼ 2.8,
λd ¼ −0.3, λu ¼ 0.0005, and λud ¼ 0.005, the signal
strength becomes μγγ ≈ 1.08. Of course, this also implies
that as the experimental constraints on μγγ become more
precise, a deviation from the SM expectation may appear.4
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we have proposed a concrete model that
resolves both the ðg − 2Þμ and B-meson anomalies, which
are currently among the leading discrepancies between SM
predictions and experimental data. The model is a Type II
2HDM model, such as the Higgs sector of the minimal
supersymmetric model, extended to include a light dark
Higgs boson S, a leptoquark U, and additional leptoquarks
V. The U leptoquark resolves the B anomalies, and the V
leptoquarks generate a Sγγ coupling. This coupling induces
a two-loop Barr-Zee contribution to ðg − 2Þμ, which is
shown in Fig. 1. The model makes interesting predictions
for exotic signals that can be looked for in current and
upcoming data. Our proposed resolution to the ðg − 2Þμ
problem requires either a large number of LQs or a large
coupling, or both, and if there is a large coupling, it could
blow up just above the TeV scale, requiring a number of
additional states in any UV-complete theory. An UV
completion of our model is beyond the scope of this work,
but we believe that in any UV framework, the essential
features of our model will remain valid.
For dark Higgs mass mS ∼ 100 MeV and dark Higgs
mixing angle sin θ ∼ 0.005, tan β ∼ 40, and NLQ ∼ 10 V
leptoquarks with masses at the TeV scale, the correction
resolves the ðg − 2Þμ anomaly. The introduction of a new
light scalar S has many possible effects on SM meson
phenomenology. We have checked that all current bounds
on K and B properties, as well as the current constraint on
ðg − 2Þe, are respected for the parameters that solve the
ðg − 2Þμ and B meson anomalies; see Table I.
In the near future, however, there are measurements that
could uncover beyond-the-SM effects and provide evidence
for this model. In particular, the dark Higgs boson is light
enough to be produced in meson decays, and it then decays
through S → eþe−; γγ. The S boson has cτ ∼ 0.01–1 mm,
and so for most model parameters the decay is indistin-
guishable from prompt, which yields interesting new
dielectron events from B → KðÞeþe− with meþe− ¼ mS
and diphoton signals from B→KðÞγγ and K→πγγ with
mγγ ¼ mS. The branching ratios for some of these modes
are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. In all cases, the predicted
branching ratios are not far from current sensitivities,
although current measurements typically explore ranges of
meþe− and mγγ outside the considered range of mS. As
examples, the model predicts values BRðB→KðÞγγÞ∼10−4
and BRðKþ→πþγγÞ;BRðKL→π0γγÞ∼10−6. Provided the
S is not too degenerate with the neutral pion π0, these signals
could be observed above background in the near future—for
example, at Belle II, providing a motivation to look for these
exotic diphoton modes and an avenue for testing this model.
More generally, these decay modes test many models where
the ðg − 2Þμ anomaly is resolved by a two-loop Barr-Zee
contribution generated by a light S with an Sγγ coupling.
In addition, there are potentially observable contribu-
tions to exotic Higgs decays h → SS → γγγγ, which, given
that the S is very light, typically lead to signals indistin-
guishable from h → γγ. For the desired model parameters,
the contribution to h → γγ is within current constraints,
but improved measurements could uncover a deviation
from SM predictions. Of course, electromagnetic calorim-
eters with extremely fine spatial resolution that could
differentiate photons separated by opening angles of θ ∼
mS=mh ∼mrad would be able to distinguish the γγγγ signal
from the γγ signal, which would provide a smoking gun
signal of new physics.
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APPENDIX A: CALCULATION OF S COUPLINGS
IN TERMS OF 2HDM MODEL PARAMETERS
We now explicitly calculate the parameters in the
Lagrangian in Eq. (9), following the analysis of
Ref. [67]. We start with the Type II 2HDM with the
Yukawa couplings
−LY ¼ L̄0Y0eHde0R þ Q̄0Y0dHdd0R þ Q̄0Y0uH̃uU0R þ H:c:
ðA1Þ
Here the superscript denotes the quantities that are in
flavor space.
We write the scalar potential as
VðHd;Hu;ϕÞ ¼ V2HDMðHd;HuÞ þ VϕðϕÞ
þ VportalðHd;Hu;ϕÞ; ðA2Þ
where





















Vportal ¼ AðH†uHd þH†dHuÞϕþ ½λuH†uHu þ λdH†dHd
þ λudðH†uHd þH†dHuÞϕϕ: ðA5Þ
After each doublet obtains a VEV, we write the neutral
real components of the doublets as Hi ¼ vi þ ρi, where
i ¼ d, u. After expanding the potential, the elements of
the mass matrix of the CP-even scalars in the ðρd; ρu;ϕÞ
basis are
M211 ¼ m2du tan β þ λ1v2 cos2 β; ðA6Þ
M222 ¼ m2du cot β þ λ2v2 sin2 β; ðA7Þ
M212 ¼ −m2du þ λ345v2 cos β sin β; ðA8Þ
M213 ¼ vA sin β; ðA9Þ
M223 ¼ vA cos β; ðA10Þ
M233 ¼ m20 þ v2λd cos β2 þ v2λu sin β2 þ 2v2λud cos β sin β;
ðA11Þ
where λ345 ¼ λ3 þ λ4 þ λ5, and vd and vu are the VEVs of
the two doublets Hd and Hu, with tan β ¼ vu=vd and
v2d þ v2u ¼ v2 ¼ ð246 GeVÞ2.
We assume A ≪ v;mdu, so we can consider the portal
terms as small perturbations. In this case, we diagonalize
the mass matrix perturbatively, where the nonperturbed
mass matrix is the usual 2HDMmass matrix. We define the










− sin α cos α δ13











where δij’s are small mixing angles that mix the light scalar
with the other two scalars of the 2HDM. When we
diagonalize the mass matrix of the 2HDM, the parameter
α satisfies the usual equation


































0 0 vA sin β
0 0 vA cos β
vA sin β vA cos β 0
1
CCA; ðA15Þ
where the second matrix is considered as a small pertur-
bation. Below, we use the shorthand notation sβ ¼ sin β
and cβ ¼ cos β.
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We require the lighter Higgs h to have SM-like couplings
to gauge bosons and fermions, so that we have
β − α ¼ π=2. Assuming M33 ≪ mh;mH, and writing

































In the Yukawa sector, after rotating to the mass basis and
defining the mass matrices of fermions, the interaction















where the Mf’s are the diagonal mass matrices of the
fermions. To better compare with SM Higgs couplings,








Then, using the expressions for the mixing parameters in



























where the couplings to down-type quarks and leptons are
enhanced by tan β and the couplings to up-type quarks are
suppressed by cot β. In the limit of large tan β, we may take
β → π=2 and α → 0 so that sβ → 1 in the equations above,
and we can write the couplings purely in terms of tan β.
We can find the couplings of S to the weak gauge bosons






where the coupling is the same for both W and Z:




In the large tan β limit, we write cos β ≈ cot β and sin β → 1




ð1þ cot2 βÞ: ðA23Þ






























cot βð1þ cot2 βÞ: ðA26Þ
APPENDIX B: COUPLING TO TWO PHOTONS
To calculate the scalar coupling to two photons, we
use expressions from Ref. [99], where the decay width for
Higgs to two photons is given in terms of generic spin-1,
spin-1
2
, and spin-0 particles in the loop. Although the
contribution to S → γγ is dominated by the effective
coupling κ in the parameter region we are interested in,
we include all other possible particles in the loop for
completeness. In our case, there are only spin-1 and spin-1
2
particles in the loop, so the rate can be written as














where ri ¼ 4m2i =m2S. V and f represent spin-1 and spin-12
particles, respectively; Q and Nc are the particle’s electric
charge and number of colors; and the expressions for A1
and A1=2 are given in Ref. [99].
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